In this paper a hybrid type theory HTT is de ned which combines the programming language notion of partial type with the logical notion of total type into a single theory. A new partial type constructor A is added to the type theory: objects in A may diverge, but if they converge, they must be members of A. A xed point typing rule is given to allow for typing of xed points. The underlying theory is based on ideas from Feferman's Class Theory and Martin L of's Intuitionistic Type Theory. The extraction paradigm of constructive type theory is extended to allow direct extraction of arbitrary xed points. Important features of general programming logics such as LCF are preserved, including the typing of all partial functions, a partial ordering < on computations, and a xed point induction principle. The resulting theory is thus intended as a general-purpose programming logic. Rules are presented and soundness of the theory established.
Introduction
In the seventies, Scott proposed a Logic for Computible Functions. 31 This theory axiomatized an ordering v on programs based on the domain-theoretic ordering, and included rules for typing xed points and a xed-point induction principle. Milner and others extended and implement Scott's ideas in the Edinburgh LCF system. 16 Another line of research developing programming logics grew out of work by logicians. Martin-L of's Intuitionistic Type Theory 22;7 has at its core a functional programming language, and contains a rich collection of types for typing programs. Through the duality of types and propositions, proofs and programs are linked. Another related approach is Feferman's class theory, 12;13;18;35 | classes are are arbitrary collections of untyped computations, and a rich array of classes can be de ned. In both of these approaches, however, the standard notion of function space is a total one, and neither theory has general principles for typing xed points as members of partial function spaces, or for ordering terms via v, so many of the concepts expressible in LCF are missing.
The goal of this paper is to extend type/class theory to make it possible to type and reason about partial functions as is possible in LCF. This is thus a work of synthesis, and the resulting theory is a hybrid partial-total type theory. It is also a hybrid of class theory and type theory; in fact the foundations bear more resemblance to class theory. We refer to it as a \type theory" only in a generic sense.
The purpose of HTT should not be confused with the purpose of Intuitionistic Type Theory. We aim solely for a practical foundation that is the core of a usable programming logic, not for a philosophical foundation.
We start with constructive type theory and add a new collection of types, the partial types A. There are three main principles governing the use of partial types. If an object is in a partial type A and its computation always terminates, it is in the type A of total objects. It is possible to type xed points of functions on partial types, extending the programming power of type theory to arbitrary recursive programs. This xed point typing rule is the subject of much of the metamathematical investigation of this paper, for its justi cation is somewhat di cult. With this rule, arbitrary recursive programs can be typed and in addition can be extracted from proofs following the proof-as-programs interpretation of constructive type theory. There is also a Scott-style xed point induction principle.
This work grew from Constable's desire to extend the Nuprl type theory 7 to encompass ideas of LCF. Early results may be found in (Ref. 9, 32, 34) . The Nuprl type theory is derived from Martin-L of's ITT 0 . 22 One important di erence is that Nuprl takes an untyped view of computation: untyped computations are sensible, in particular it is possible to compute expressions before they are typed. Feferman-style class theories 12;13;18;35 take a similar approach: classes are collections of untyped computations. HTT borrows additional ideas from class theory: it includes a type E of all expressions and a type-free equality judgement a = b and ordering a < b, making pure untyped reasoning possible. The author's original interest in this mix of type theory and class theory is due to Howe. 19 In ITT 0 and Nuprl, on the other hand, types come with an equivalence on their members, a = a 0 2 A. Thus, types are PER's. The notion of types as PER's does not t as well with partiality, for fundamental to partiality is the idea of an ordering < . Fixed-point induction for instance is an uninteresting principle without an atomic ordering < , nontrivial equivalences cannot be directly established by the principle. It thus might seem that the idea of a partial ordering relation (POR), a < a 0 2 A, would be the natural way to generalize a PER and develop hybrid type theory. However this idea proves problematic. We thus believe the approach taken here is the most natural setting for a hybrid type theory.
Outline of the paper
In section 2 HTT is de ned. Section 3 illustrates uses of the theory through examples. Lastly, semantics is given and soundness proved in section 4. We assume the reader has some familiarity with constructive type theory. 7;22;27
The Theory
We now de ne HTT, a hybrid theory of partial and total typed computations.
HTT is not a full-featured type theory, but is the core of one; some important features not included are higher-order principles such as type universes, subtypes and recursive types, and classical reasoning principles. These are removed so we may focus on the core ideas in this presentation.
The terms
The theory has one sort, terms, which includes both types and computations. This means there is no rigid separation of types and terms; it is only in how the terms are used that the separation lies. We have an untyped language with numbers, pairing and projection, functions and application, and types.
De nition 1 (Terms) The terms of HTT are We let a{t, A{T range over terms. Although terms and types are of the same sort, we informally use capital letters to denote what is intended to be a type and small letters, terms. Notions of bound and free variables, open and closed terms and substitution of b for x in a, a b=x], are standard (we rename bound variables to avoid capture); -variants will be considered equal. We de ne a notion of contextual substitution: contexts are terms with holes ; a ]; A ] :: : range over contexts, and a b] denotes the replacement of all holes occurring in a ] with b, possibly capturing free variables in b. The values (also called canonical terms) are outermost a data or type constructor, and are terms which cannot be computed further.
Judgements
All judgements are sequents, and take two forms: we may assert A to be a type, \A Type", and assert a to be a member of type A, \a 2 A". The rules are organized such that in the process of showing a to inhabit A, A will be shown to be a type.
An assumption list ? is of the form x 1 :A 1 ; x 2 :A 2 ; : : :x n :A n , and signi es reasoning takes place under assumptions x 1 2 A 1 , : : :, x n 2 A n . Two forms of judgement may be made; the rst is ?`A Type which asserts that under assumptions ?, A is a type. The second is ?`a 2 A which asserts under assumptions ?, a inhabits type A. Note it is an invariant that a 2 A always implies AType: for a type to be inhabited it rst must be well-formed.
Rules and proofs
Before presenting the rules, some conventions are given. In the hypothesis list x 1 :A 1 ; x 2 :A 2 ; : : :x n :A n , x i may occur free in any A i+j for positive j, and free variables in the conclusion are no more than the x i . -conversion is an unmentioned rule. The judgement 0 2 a < b will be abbreviated a < b, likewise for a# and a in A|since there is at most one inhabiting object, 0, it need not be mentioned. Also, in hypothesis lists, x:(a < b) will be abbreviated a < b, since x is known to be 0. Y def = y:( x:y(x(x)))( x:y(x(x))), and bot def = ( x:x(x))( x:x(x)). We also make a convention that when writing a dependent type as x:A!B(x) or x:A B(x), x will not occur free in B. This means the only x bound by x:A is the x appearing in the application.
Computation
A call-by-name method of computation is used: the outermost constructor is computed; if it is a value, no computation is performed. A terminating computation is thus one which computes to a value. The deterministic nature of the computation system is an important part of the partial type de nition, because computations may terminate but still contain unde ned components. Take for example x:bot, which inhabits the type N!N: for some reduction strategies, this term would not be in normal form and thus could not inhabit any type but a partial type A for some A.
Two types directly assert properties of untyped terms: a < b asserts b is as de ned as a, and a# asserts a terminates. In accordance with the principle of propositions-as-types, these types are inhabited (by the placeholder 0) just when they are true. Equivalence a = b abbreviates (a < b) (b < a). The inhabiting object justifying the truth of a = b, h0; 0i, is often elided, following the above convention for < . a 6 = b abbreviates a = b!0 < 1, and a 6 < b abbreviates a < b!0 < 1. The strictness rules are surprisingly important for proofs in that they characterize the evaluation order. 
Partial type
The bar type A is the type of (possibly diverging) computations over A. Three principles axiomatize partial types: terminating objects in types A are also in A, xed points of functions f 2 A!A may be taken using the xed point typing rule, and inductive properties may be proven via xed point induction. The latter two properties only hold for certain admissible types A, de ned below. A Scott-style xed point induction principle 11;21;29 allows inductive properties of partial functions to be proven. It is closely related to the xed point typing principle: both share the same admissible formulae, and in section 4, it will be shown that their soundness proofs both follow from a single general lemma.
(FP induction)
?`a(f(bot)) 2 P(f(bot)) ?`f 2 B!B ?; x:B; y:
The set of admissible types A are those types for which the xed point principle and xed point induction are valid. Informally, A is de ned to be admissible if for any dependent product subterms x:B C occurring in A, if there is in turn a dependent function y:D!E inside C, x may not occur in D. What is de ned here is one approximation to a set of admissible types, an approach also taken in rst-order axiomatizations of xed point induction. 16;20;29 The general question of admissibility is undecidable.
We give a very simple inductive de nition of admissible types. A more liberal semantic as opposed to syntactic constraint is possible, 34 but the resultant complexity of such an approach places it beyond the scope of the present paper.
De nition 2 Given a set of variables X, the admissible types A are inductively Note how equivalence assertions a = b are not admissible. This is one reason why the theory herein is based around < instead of =, and why the PER approach to type equivalence falls short in a partial setting. 
Examples of the theory in use
We now give examples illustrating how HTT may be used to reason about programs, concentrating on the partial types and associated xed point rules. We demonstrate two uses for the xed point typing rule: for typing xed points, and for proving by extracting xed point objects.
Propositions and extraction
Propositions are expressed as types, using to the now-standard embedding. First, disjoint sums may be de ned using existing types. The bar operator may also be applied to types which represent propositions, giving types such as 8n:N: 9m:N: P(m; n). We call such types partial propositions.
A for any type A is trivially true under the propositions-as-types interpretation, because bot 2 A. However, if a 2 A and a#, then a 2 A, so A is true. If we can potentially show termination of a, proving a partial proposition is useful. Partial propositions can be viewed as a logical notion of partial correctness.
Partial propositions are most relevant for universal quanti ers, because their extract objects are functions; a partial function type has as analogue a partial universal quanti er. If p 2 P and for some particular n 2 N p(n)#, then p(n) inhabits the type 9y:N:y = mult(n)(n). Inhabiting objects validating propositions are always total, whereas objects inhabiting partial propositions are partial.
Extracting recursive programs
An extension to the extraction paradigm is possible via the notion of partial proposition: arbitrary recursive computations may be directly extracted from proofs. Consider the following derived rule.
Lemma 2 The following non-well-founded induction principle is a derived rule in HTT. When using this rule we may use the fact 8x:A: B(x) in the proof of itself, resulting in an extract object which is a xed-point computation. There is a well-known analogy between programming constructs and proof constructs: implication corresponds to function abstraction, disjunction corresponds to if-then-else, etc. The above rule gives the proof analogue to the xed-point programming construct. This rule is not sound in total type theory, so there the xed-point construct has no corresponding rule. For example, consider the partial proposition 8l:List: 9l 0 :List: sorted(l 0 )^permutation(l; l 0 ).
Using (Partial Induction), we can assume what we are trying to prove, and thus give a proof where the proof recursion is exactly the algorithm recursion. This induction is not necessarily well-founded, because if we apply the induction hypothesis in a fashion that the value is not decreasing, the resulting extract object will loop forever. For instance, using this rule Y( h: x:h(x)) proves all 8 propositions. For this reason partial proofs will often not be appropriate.
An Example of Recursive Function Extraction
A sketch of the extraction of a xed-point primality tester from a partial proposition is now given. The extract object e will be a xed-point function such that e(x)(pred(x)) decides whether or not x is prime; furthermore, if x is composite, one of its factors will be returned. An induction argument could then be given to prove this function is in fact total. decide(div(x)(y); w:inr(hy; h0; 0; wii); w:z(x; pred(y)))))). For instance, e(6)(5), a test if 6 is prime, computes to inr(h3; h0; 0ii), meaning 3 Divides 6 (studying e will convince the reader that the largest factor is returned if the number is composite). Note that since this proof term terminated, we now have a (total) proof that 6 is not prime. This notion of proof may be particularly well suited to re ected proof search, for the proof searcher will be a partial proof which, if it terminates, produces an actual proof.
Partial propositions extend the collection of statements that can be phrased when reasoning constructively, giving a more expressive logic. The notion of partial proposition makes no sense in a purely classical theory since proofs may not have computational content. See (Ref. 5) for some applications of partial proofs in theorem proving.
Semantics
A semantics for HTT is now given which shows it to be a soundly constructed theory. A simultaneous inductive de nition of types and their members is given. Our approach is based on the work of Allen, 3;2 for which there is some precedence in the literature 1;6;17 . We refer the reader to these references for a more detailed description of the technique, a terse treatment will be given here.
Types are properties of type-free computations in HTT so untyped computations have independent meaning. An untyped equivalence = is de ned, and types are de ned as sets of untyped computations. In this paper, untyped equivalence is de ned operationally following Morris 25 and Plotkin 30 : two terms are considered equivalent i no program context can distinguish between the two upon execution. Once operational equivalence on terms is de ned, the types and their inhabitants may be inductively de ned as outlined above. Establishing soundness of the rules is then straightforward except for the xed-point rules. These rules require a proof by induction on the structure of the admissible types.
Interpretation of computations
Since an operational meaning is given to terms, terms are interpreted in the semantics as themselves, i.e. a term model is constructed. Our presentation of operational semantics follows the approach of (Ref. 33, 23) , and we refer the reader to these papers for the details missing here. One contribution found in these references is a de nition of operational equivalence over directed sets of computations, =s. The following property of this ordering, Theorem 4 below, is behind the proof of soundness of the xed point rules:
fY(f)g =s ff k (bot) j k 2 Ng:
To obtain the appropriate notion of untyped equivalence, types need to be destructable. Otherwise, all types with the same outer constructor would be operationally equivalent, for no program context could distinguish between them. For this purpose, the collection of terms is extended.
De nition 7 The extended terms are the terms as de ned in De nition 1 with in addition the computation constructor destr(A).
For the remainder of this paper, we will work over extended terms. First, an operational interpreter for untyped computations is de ned. We present a singlestep rewriting interpreter, using the more convenient notion of a reduction context to isolate the next redex. 14 Note we overload the type syntax \a#" as a relation here; the appropriate meaning should be clear from context. A similar overloading of < and = will be de ned below.
De nition 8 Computations

Equivalence and ordering of computations
HTT has an untyped ordering type a < b. We give an operational interpretation of this ordering. Here a terse exposition of the results relevant to HTT soundness is given; for a more detailed exposition and proofs, consult (Ref. 33, 23) All of the computational rules may be justi ed by one of the cases of the above Lemma. Note, hbot; boti = x:bot, but this artifact causes no problems.
Next the ordering < s on < -directed sets of terms, and associated equivalence =s, are de ned. As mentioned previously, properties of this ordering will aid in establishing the xed point rules.
De nition 14 A set of terms S is directed i for every a; b 2 S, a < c and b < c for some c 2 S.
We hereafter restrict ourselves to < -directed sets of terms S containing only nitely many free variables, for otherwise it may be di cult to obtain fresh variables. As with =, the crucial tool in establishing =s equivalences is an alternate characterization, which takes an analogous form. Intuitively, this proof formalizes the fact that in any particular program context, some nite-depth recursion stack will su ce to compute a recursive function to termination, provided we know the function terminates to begin with.
De nition 15 S <
All that remains is to show the atomic case of xed point induction. This theorem will directly justify admissibility for base types containing < for free occurrences of x. The types and their inhabitants may now be de ned by simultaneous induction. In the presence of dependent types it is impossible to rst de ne the types and then de ne membership relations for the types, because for a term x:A!B(x) to be a type, B(a) must be a type for all members a of type A. This means the members of A must be de ned before the type x:A!B(x) is considered well-formed.
Open terms are considered only when interpreting hypothetical judgements, so until that point all terms are implicitly taken to be closed.
De nition 17 A type interpretation is a two-place relation (A; ) where A is a term, and is a one-place relation on terms.
(A; ) means A is a type with its members speci ed by . The following de nitions make this more clear:
De nition 18
A Type i 9 : (A; ) a 2 A i 9 : (A; ) and (a). A Type means A is a type in interpretation , and a 2 A means a is a member of the type A.
The desired type interpretation is now inductively de ned as the least xed point of a monotone operator.
De nition 19 Operator on type interpretations is de ned as follows:
( ) def = 0 , where 0 (T; ) is true if and only if either T 7 ! E, in which case 8t: (t) or T 7 ! N, in which case 8t: (t) i t = n, where n is 0; 1; 2; : : : or T 7 ! a < b, in which case 8t: (t) i t = 0 and a < b or T (ii) A Type implies A#. Most of the rules for individual types can be justi ed directly from the preceding Lemmas. The one exception is the xed point rules, which require a more in-depth analysis. We will use the shorthand f j" for ff k (bot) j k jg; when it is not ambiguous, notation will be stretched to make assertions such as \f j" 2 A f j" =x]", meaning case f k (bot)#: We rst show a(f k (bot)) 2 P(f k (bot)) for all k 1. For k = 1, this is assumption (i); assuming a(f k (bot)) 2 P(f k (bot)) for k 1, show a(f k+1 (bot)) 2 P(f k+1 (bot)). Since f k (bot) 2 B, f k (bot) 2 B by assumption f k (bot)#. Thus from the assumption (ii), a(f k+1 (bot)) 2 P(f k+1 (bot)). P 2 B fxg by inspection of the de nition of B, so from the second case of the xed point typing theorem (Theorem 6) letting j there be 1, a(Y(f)) 2 P(Y(f)). Proof. The type 0 < 1 has no members by inspection of the de nition of , so for no a is it the case that j = a 2 0 < 1. Therefore, for no a is`a 2 0 < 1 provable, by Theorem 8. 2
Conclusion
A hybrid partial-total type theory has been presented. The theory has all of the features of a programming logic designed to type and reason about partial functions, as well as the standard total types of constructive type theory. The xed point typing principle may be used over a wide range of types (in particular all of those types not containing the atomic proposition types a in A, a#, and a < b). However, the collection of admissible types could be enriched still further. An alternative solution to achieve this is to axiomatize < s within the theory; using this approach, xed points may be typed and xed point induction justi ed from more basic principles; see (Ref. 34 ). This hybridization is in principle possible in Martin-L of style type theory, but as was discussed in the introduction, lack of an ordering < makes it very di cult to formulate a useful induction principle. See the Appendix of (Ref. 32 ) for a hybrid version of the Nuprl theory. The induction rule there is quite restrictive when compared to xed point induction as axiomatized herein.
There has been some work to give a category-theoretic framework for partial computations in a total-type framework as we do here, using categorical monad constructions. Moggi's approach 24 is more abstract than that carried out here, because the monad operator T(A) represents general computations over type A, not just potential divergence A. Crole and Pitts 10 add a xed point object to the monad, allowing xed points to be typed. They work over base type N and simple functions A!B only, so the di cult issue of non-admissible types does not arise. Audebaud has developed a version of partial types for the Calculus of Constructions. 4 Again, the lack of (strong) dependent products in the Calculus of Constructions keeps all types admissible.
Martin-L of has developed a Partial Type Theory. However his theory is not a hybrid|all types are partial, and thus the propositions-as-types principle fails and no logical reasoning is possible. Palmgren has elaborated upon Martin-L of's ideas. 28 By adding bar types we allow diverging computations to be typed. An alternate approach is to add types to allow arbitrary well-ordering types to be constructed and use these to prove functions are total. 26;8;15 Howewver there are weaknesses to this approach|it creates a signi cant overhead and does not allow general partial correctness results to be proven. There is also no technique for overhead-free extraction of xed points, something the partial propositions allow in HTT.
